


Samsung KNOX provides multiple built-in layers of protection for mobile devices to empower safe and secure enterprise 

mobility strategies.

Mobility strategies at risk

Between 2012 and 2013, more than a quarter million individual malicious apps were detected across all mobile platforms.1 From 

an enterprise perspective, 98 percent of all apps present at least one security risk, with the average app representing a staggering 

22.4 individual risks.2 The Samsung KNOX security platform is hardware-based, protecting users from potential threats straight 

out of the box. 

Exclusively available on Samsung devices, Samsung KNOX 

provides comprehensive protection, including:

 • Multi-layered hardware and software security 

 • Separation of work and personal data 

 • Easy mobile device management and integration

Samsung KNOX platform benefits for enterprise

Always-on protection

Built-in security means your device is protected from the moment you turn it on. Confidently start your device every time knowing 

that the KNOX platform is monitoring the boot, load and run time of the phone. 

Increased employee productivity

Samsung KNOX Workspace† supports key features for seamless work and personal functions, including a familiar and 

easy-to-navigate UI, multiple container options, Multi Window support, speech-to-text and Google Play for Work access from 

within the container. 

The Samsung KNOX security platform
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*Optional
**TrustZone-based Integrity
  Measurement Architecture



Defense‐grade, dual persona 

container 

Separate, isolate, encrypt and 

protect enterprise data 

Enhanced container 

management with secure 

policies

Data encryption every time the 

container is locked

Ideal for use in government and 

regulated industries

Invisible, secure container for 

individual apps

Enables service providers to 

ensure enterprise security

Maintains integrity of user 

experience

Deploy B2C apps without MDM 

installation

Tools and services for specific 

industry needs

Turn any KNOX device into a 

custom, single-use tool 

Purpose-build custom UIs and 

key behavior to address your 

unique business needs

Utilize familiar and economical 

devices for specific-use needs

Kiosk mode is ideal for retail, 

manufacturing, transportation 

and more

Cloud-based, end-to-end 

solution

 

Full support for cross-platform 

device policies 

Active Directory integration 

App Management, including 

whitelist and blacklist apps

Comprehensive enterprise solutions
In addition to providing enhanced security for many Samsung devices, Samsung KNOX offers additional enterprise solutions that 

leverage the essential platform. 

Greater management flexibility

IT administrators are given more opportunities to manage apps and data on devices, including policies to enforce security 

updates, control data access while roaming, Active Directory integration, mobile enrollment and more.

Robust partnership tools

KNOX seamlessly integrates with the most popular MDM, VPN and SSO providers, ensuring continuity and flexibility with your 

existing infrastructure. KNOX further allows flexibility through solution development and customization via Samsung KNOX 

Enabled App, Samsung KNOX Customization SDK and Cloud SDK enhancements.

Premium Workspace Enabled App Customization

Why every enterprise needs Samsung KNOX

A 2015 survey of 200 public companies shows corporate boards are willing to hold 

top executives accountable for data breaches.4

According to an Alcatel-Lucent study, 16 million mobile devices were attacked by 

malware in 2014.5

In 2015, a major national retailer exposed consumer data via its own end-user app.6 

In 2015, some older Android™ devices were left vulnerable to attacks triggered 

by simply receiving a multimedia text message.7 
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Gartner gave Samsung KNOX the most “strong” ratings of any platform for Corporate Managed Security. Samsung KNOX is 

also the only platform with “strong” ratings for every security control listed in the Corporate Managed Security category, according 

to the report.3




